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Stoolesk is a seat for children  
above 5 years old, teens & adults

Stoolesk is a desk 
for children 1-5 years

Scooter by turning 
stool upside downWagon for play

Stool to reach high
Stool is a bench to sit on.  
Stoolesk has space for paper & pens

 Coffee table or bedside table with 
space for magasines & TV-remote 

Stool stacked 
for clearing

 STOOL & 
STOOLESK

Natual oiled solid oak Smoked oiled solid oak White oiled solid oak

Nordic ECOlabel:  DURABLE, SAFE AND ENVIRONMENTALLY SOUND



Stoolesk is a seat for children  
above 5 years old, teens & adults

Solid oak frames assembled  
with classic joints

Detachable & mashine washable 
100% organic canvas from Kvadrat

Favorite television chair

Moving into the living room Adjusting buckles

FRAME CHAIR

Fun climbing

SMALL  
age 1-5years

BIG  
age 2-10years

Natual oiled 
solid oak

Smoked oiled 
solid oak

Untreated 
solid oak Nordic ECOlabel:  DURABLE, SAFE AND ENVIRONMENTALLY SOUND

White canvas

Black canvas

Blue canvas Orange canvas

Pink canvasGreen canvas

Red canvas

Violet canvas



Natual oiled solid oak Smoked oiled solid oak Untreated solid oak

FRAME TABLE

Table top is strong black FunderMax laminate 
Draw directly on tabletop with soft chalk

Frame table for 2 kids sitting opposit each other

Solid oak frames assembled with classic joints
Shelf  on both sides for chalks, sponge, paper & pens

Sit at the table on STOOL or on FRAME CHAIR SMALL



Achair and Atable fit perfectly

Atable for 2 kids sitting opposite each other

Achair can be stacked into  
a practical chest of drawers

Designed for children age 3-10 years

Drawer for toys and things

Inclined legs ensuring stability

Drawers for paper & pens

Magnets keep drawer closed 
when moving Achair



WWW.COLLECTFURNITURE.DK
INFO@COLLECTFURNITURE.DK

T  +45 6165 9129

Danish company specialized in small  
sustainable qualtity furniture since 2006.

Founded by the wish to design and 
produce furniture for children, focus  
is still to motivate and awaken curiosity, 
while appealing to parents and grand-
parents with the furniture’s high quality 
and design. The childrens furniture is not 
just for the kids bedroom, but fits in any-
where, giving the children their space in 
the adult rooms. 
Several of the childrens furniture is just 
as functional for the adults themselves,  
now joined by puzzling coffee tables  
and shelves designed for adults!

Everything is produced in wood from 
sustainable European forests and several 
furniture have been granted the official 
Nordic ECO-label. 
Production takes place in Denmark and 
Lithuania. Part of production is done by  
designer Frederic Collette,  at his work-
shop in Copenhagen.

Designer & Owner Frédéric Collette with son Elliot


